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NEW QUESTION: 1
On which of the following locations does the Windows NT/2000
operating system contain the SAM, SAM.LOG, SECURITY.LOG,
APPLICATION.LOG, and EVENT.LOG files?
A. \%Systemroot%help
B. \%Systemroot%system32config
C. \%Systemroot%profiles
D. \%Systemroot%system32
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A system administrator wants to learn some of the Python
scripting commands for the administration of the environment.
Which product feature should the administrator use?
A. The wsadmin.properties file to load a profile.
B. The AdminTask object to generate wsadmin scripts.
C. The "Log command assistance commands" option in the
Integrated Solutions Console (ISC).
D. The guided activities panel from the Integrated Solutions
Console (ISC).
Answer: C
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Databricks: Personal access tokens
To authenticate and access Databricks REST APIs, you use
personal access tokens. Tokens are similar to passwords; you
should treat them with care. Tokens expire and can be revoked.
Data Lake Storage: Azure Active Directory
Azure Data Lake Storage Gen1 uses Azure Active Directory for
authentication.
References:
https://docs.azuredatabricks.net/dev-tools/api/latest/authentic
ation.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-lake-store/data-lak
es-store-authentication-using-azure-active-directory
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